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Abstract— Edge detection plays an important role in many
applications, such as industrial inspection and automatic driving.
However, it is difficult to effectively distinguish between faint
edges and noise, which may result in losing effective edges
or generating spurious edges. This will reduce the accuracy
of edge detection. In addition, some parameters need to be
set artificially. In the case of the fixed parameters, the overall
performance of edge detection on different images is not high.
The adaptivity of edge detection needs to be improved further.
To solve these problems, this article proposes a multiscale
adaptive edge detector for images. First, multiscale pyramid
images are constructed from an input image to provide multiscale
features for edge detection. At each scale, a gradient map and
a novel standard deviation map are calculated based on the
gradients and the statistical characteristics of the local gradient
differences, respectively, to accurately distinguish the edges from
the background and noise. By using these two feature maps,
candidate edges are adaptively identified from the image by
using pixel-by-pixel detection. Then, candidate edges at different
scales are thinned and fused together based on a novel voting
mechanism. Finally, a binarized edge map is obtained by using
adaptive hysteresis linking. These steps make the proposed edge
detector accurate and adaptive. Experiments demonstrate that
the proposed edge detector achieves good performance, which is
beneficial to measurement applications.

Index Terms— Edge detection, gradient map, image denoising,
image processing, multiscale pyramid.

I. INTRODUCTION

EDGES carry vital feature information, which corresponds
to sharp variations of pixel intensities in an image [1].

The essence of edge detection is to identify and locate the
edge pixels from a large amount of redundant information.
Edge detection plays a very important role in many measure-
ment applications, such as defect detection, noncontact dimen-
sion measurement, intelligent manufacturing, and intelligent
driving [2]–[7].
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Existing edge detectors can be classified into two kinds:
supervised edge detectors and unsupervised edge detectors.
Although the supervised edge detectors have made important
research progress in recent years, their training processes rely
on a large number of well-labeled images [8], [9]. The labeling
process is time-consuming and expensive. In addition, some
parameters need to be set artificially in the process of training.
These characteristics limit the performance of the supervised
edge detectors.

Compared with the supervised edge detectors, unsupervised
edge detectors adopt inherent image characteristics to detect
edges, without the need for artificially labeled images. This
greatly reduces the costs of application and improves the
universality. The unsupervised edge detectors mainly include
differential-based edge detectors (DBEDs) [10]–[13], active
contour edge detectors [14], [15] and statistical edge detec-
tors [16], [17].

Among the existing edge detectors, the DBEDs are widely
used in practical engineering, since the differentiation of
intensity is closer to the essence of edges. As a pioneer of
the DBEDs, Canny [10] cascades a series of key technologies,
including the Gaussian filter, gradient map calculation, non-
maximum suppression and hysteresis linking, which have been
widely used by the subsequent edge detectors. The Gaussian
filter can suppress noise pixels and improve the accuracy of
edge detection. Gradient map calculation is used to distinguish
the edges from the background. Nonmaximum suppression is
used to thin the edges, which can keep the unique response to
a single edge. Hysteresis linking is beneficial to improve the
accuracy of edge localization and keep good edge continuity.

However, there exist some problems which will reduce
the accuracy and adaptivity of edge detectors. First, it is
difficult to effectively distinguish between faint edges and
noise pixels, which may result in losing effective edges or
generating spurious edges. This will reduce the accuracy of
edge detection. Second, the Gaussian filter may blur the edges
when filtering out noise, which will degrade the localization
precision and the resolution of edges. Especially for the faint
edges, it will cause serious edge missing. Third, the adaptivity
is reduced because some parameters need to be set artificially
and the overall performance of edge detection on different
images will be degraded in the case of the fixed parameters.
These problems limit the performance of edge detectors in
measurement applications.

To solve these problems, we propose a multiscale adap-
tive edge detector (MAED). The main steps are as follows:
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1) multiscale pyramid images are constructed by down sam-
pling an input image to provide multiscale features for edge
detection; 2) at each scale, a gradient feature map and a novel
standard deviation feature map are calculated based on the
gradients and the statistical characteristics of the local gradient
differences, respectively, to accurately distinguish edge pixels
from the background and noise; 3) the candidate edges are
adaptively identified from the image by using pixel-by-pixel
detection based on these two feature maps, and they are
thinned by using nonmaximal suppression; 4) these thinned
candidate edges at different scales are fused together based
on a voting mechanism; and 5) adaptive hysteresis linking is
developed to obtain the final binarized edge map and improve
the adaptivity of our method. Experiments show that our
method achieves good performance, which is beneficial to
measurement applications.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the related works. Section III describes the
proposed method. Section IV shows the experimental results
and analysis. The conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

Some researchers have carried out related studies and made
certain progress to improve the accuracy and adaptivity of edge
detection.

A. Methods for Accuracy Improvement

The Gaussian filter plays an important role in Canny and
many subsequent edge detectors. However, it can cause edge
blurring while reducing noise. This will reduce the accuracy of
edge detection. Many researchers have proposed improvement
methods to solve this problem.

Perona and Malik [18] adopted a nonlinear anisotropic
diffusion method instead of the Gaussian filter by smoothing
an image only in the direction orthogonal to the gradient.
Tomasi and Manduchi [19] proposed a bilateral filter which
considers both the spatial relationship between pixels and
the intensity difference. The bilateral filter can effectively
improve the edge preservation effect when reducing noise.
However, compared with the Gaussian filter, more parameters
need to be set artificially. Mafi et al. [20] presented a new
filter that embeds the switching median filter and the fixed
weighted mean filter to keep edge details when filtering the
high-intensity impulse noise. Qiu et al. [21] derived an explicit
edge-preserving image filter based on a local linear model and
an unbiased risk estimate. Paras and Vipin [22] presented an
image denoising method based on wavelet transforms, which
can preserve edges.

Some researchers adopted the anisotropic Gaussian kernels
for image denoising [23]–[25]. Compared with the traditional
isotropic Gaussian kernel, these improved algorithms have
achieved some improvements in preventing edge missing.
However, they increase the computational complexity and
introduce more parameters to be set artificially. In recent
years, other kinds of methods have also made some progresses
in improving the accuracy of edge detection. For example,
Zhang et al. [26] proposed a clustering based super-pixel

method for edge detection and achieved good performance.
Cihan and Cuneyt [27] developed a popular detector edge
drawing for extracting continuous contours by calculating a set
of anchor pixels and connecting them based on the gradient
direction. James and Steven [28] systematically analyzed the
influences of different scales in edge detection.

B. Methods for Adaptivity Improvement

To improve the adaptivity of edge detection, Wang et al. [29]
proposed an adaptive fourth-order partial differential for image
denoising. Yitzhaky and Peli [30] adopted the Chi-square test
to determine the best edge detector parameters from candidate
hysteresis thresholds. Medina-Carnicer et al. [31], [32] made
a series of studies in automatically determining the hysteresis
thresholds. In [31], a criterion is provided to reduce the
number of initial candidates for choosing hysteresis thresholds.
In [32], the hysteresis process is transformed into a unimodal
thresholding problem. Han et al. [33] proposed an adaptive
method to obtain the dual thresholds based on the Otsu
method. However, they ignored the limitations of the Otsu
method, which results in the inaccurate setting of the low
threshold. For two types of images with different edge infor-
mation, Rong et al. [34] proposed two corresponding adaptive
threshold selection methods based on the mean and standard
deviation of the image gradient amplitude. Shi et al. [35] pro-
posed an adaptive edge detector based on the morphological
filtering.

C. Discussion

By analyzing the above-mentioned methods, we can find
that although many contributions have been made in improving
the accuracy and adaptivity of edge detection, there still
exist some problems as follows. Some methods for improving
the accuracy introduce more parameters that need to be set
artificially, which reduces the adaptivity of edge detection.
Some methods provide candidate values to narrow the range
of parameters selection, which is insufficient to improve the
adaptivity. Furthermore, the parameters obtained by some
adaptive methods are not accurate enough. In summary, further
studies for improving the accuracy and adaptivity of edge
detection at the same time still need to be done.

III. MULTISCALE ADAPTIVE EDGE DETECTOR

The framework of our method (MAED) is shown in Fig. 1.
Our method mainly consists four steps: constructing multiscale
pyramid images, candidate edge detection, multiscale edge
merging, and adaptive hysteresis linking.

A. Constructing Multiscale Pyramid Images

To make better use of the multiscale characteristics of the
image and improve the integrity and antinoise ability of edge
detection, multiscale pyramid images are constructed.

The size of an input gray level image I0 is s0 = w × h.
As the scale level increases, the image size is reduced by half.
The size of the image Il on the scale level l is

sl = w/2l × h/2l, l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. (1)



Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed method.

In this study, we adopt the Gaussian kernel as the pyramid
generation kernel to blur the image Il , because the Gaussian
kernel will not introduce other noises and its calculation is
simple and convenient. Multiscale pyramid images are denoted
as L = {Il |0 ≤ l ≤ n}.

B. Candidate Edge Detection

The candidate edge detection is performed on each image
Il . It mainly includes the following steps.

1) Calculating the Gradient Map: The gradient represents
the variances of image gray levels. By adopting the gradient
map, the background with small gray variances can be effec-
tively distinguished from edge pixels and noise pixels with
sharp gray variances.

As a classical first-order differential operator, the Sobel
operator is used by many edge detectors due to its simplicity
and good effect. Therefore, we adopt the Sobel operator to
calculate the gradient map by using a pair of convolution
masks Sx and Sy . For example, the 3 × 3 convolution masks
are obtained by

Sx =
⎡
⎣−1 0 1

−2 0 2
−1 0 1

⎤
⎦ and Sy =

⎡
⎣ 1 2 1

0 0 0
−1 −2 −1

⎤
⎦. (2)

For each image Il , the gradient maps Glx and Gly along the
x- and y-directions are obtained by

Glx = Sx ∗ Il (3)

Gly = Sy ∗ Il (4)

where ∗ represents the convolution operation. The gradient
magnitude Gl(i, j) of each pixel Il(i, j) is calculated by

Gl(i, j) =
√

Glx (i, j)2 + Gly(i, j)2. (5)

The gradient direction θl(i, j) of each pixel Il(i, j) is
obtained by

θl(i, j) = arctan
(
Gly(i, j)/Glx (i, j)

)
. (6)

Then, we obtain the gradient map Gl .

2) Calculating the Standard Deviation Map: According to
the gradient, the background with small gray variances can
be effectively distinguished from edges and noise with sharp
gray variances. However, it is difficult to effectively distinguish
between edges and noise using the gradient map, which may
result in losing effective edges or generating spurious edges.
This will reduce the accuracy of edge detection. To solve this
problem, we develop the standard deviation map based on the
statistical characteristics of the local gradient differences. It is
easy to identify edges from noise based on the standard devi-
ations of the gradient differences in the local neighborhoods.

The gradient difference di j
l (m, n) in the local neighborhood

Nl(i, j) = {Gl(i + m, j + n)| − kl ≤ m, n ≤ kl} of the pixel
Gl(i, j) on the gradient map is calculated by

di j
l (m, n) = |Gl(i + m, j + n) − Gl(i, j)|. (7)

The mean Ml (i, j) of the gradient differences in the local
neighborhood Nl (i, j) of the pixel Gl(i, j) is computed as

Ml(i, j) =
kl∑

m=−kl

kl∑
n=−kl

di j
l (m, n)/

(
(2kl + 1)2 − 1

)
. (8)

The standard deviation Sl(i, j) of the gradient differences
in the local neighborhood Nl (i, j) of the pixel Gl(i, j) is
computed as

Sl(i, j) =

√√√√∑kl
m=−kl

∑kl
n=−kl

(
di j

l (m, n) − Ml (i, j)
)2

(2kl + 1)2 − 1
. (9)

In order to show the contributions of the standard deviation
map, we compare it with the gradient map. Fig. 2(a) shows
the gradient map. As can be observed, the background and
foreground can be well distinguished. However, there are many
noise pixels, which are great obstacles for edge extraction.
As marked in the partial enlarged drawing of the gradient map,
the value of the noise pixel at coordinate (261, 49) in the red
box is 227, which is very close to the value 255 of the adjacent
edge pixel in the blue box. In summary, it is very difficult to
distinguish edge pixels and noise pixels because of the small



Fig. 2. Comparison of the (a) gradient map and (b) standard deviation map.

difference between them on the gradient map. This will cause
the loss of edge pixels or the generation of spurious edges.

Fig. 2(b) shows the standard deviation map. As can be
observed, most of the noise pixels have been effectively
suppressed. This can avoid the influence of noise pixels on
edge detection. As marked in the partial enlarged drawing of
the standard deviation map, the value of the noise pixel at
the same coordinate (261, 49) in the red box is 55, which is
much lower than the value 255 of the adjacent edge pixel in
the blue box. In summary, it is easy to distinguish edge pixels
and noise pixels on the standard deviation map because of the
huge difference between them. This is critical to improve the
accuracy of edge detection.

The window sizes of the convolution masks and the local
neighborhood have important influences on the gradient map
and the standard deviation map, respectively. For all the edge
detection methods, the setting of the window size is a common
and difficult problem. When the small window size is used,
more details are reserved. However, it is easy to be disturbed
by noise and produce spurious edges. When the large window
size is used, the detected edge map contains fewer spurious
edges. However, some details will be lost. In this article,
we give the following suggestions to select the appropriate
window size according to different images and tasks. If the
image has the simple background or we need to extract more
details, it is recommended to use the small window size,
i.e., 3 × 3. If the image has the complex background or we
want to extract important contours and ignore details, it is
recommended to use the large window size, i.e., 7 × 7. The
gradient map and the standard deviation map follow the same
selection rules.

3) Pixel-by-Pixel Edge Detection: To effectively extract
edge pixels from the image, we comprehensively adopt the

Fig. 3. Pixel-by-pixel detection.

statistical characteristics of the gradient map and the standard
deviation map to perform pixel-by-pixel detection, as shown
in Fig. 3.

The mean μGl in the gradient map and the mean μSl in the
standard deviation map are calculated by

μGl =
w/2l −1∑

i=0

h/2l −1∑
j=0

Gl(i, j)/
(
w/2l × h/2l

)
(10)

μSl =
w/2l −1∑

i=0

h/2l −1∑
j=0

Sl(i, j)/
(
w/2l × h/2l

)
. (11)

Now, we create a candidate edge map Dl with the size of
w/2l × h/2l . For each pixel Dl(i, j), if its corresponding
pixels Gl(i, j) and Sl(i, j) on the gradient map and the
standard deviation map meet the following conditions:{

Gl(i, j) ≥ μGl

Sl(i, j) ≥ μSl

(12)

it is identified as a candidate edge pixel. Its value is set as

Dl(i, j) = Gl(i, j) + Sl(i, j) (13)

where Gl(i, j) and Sl(i, j) are normalized to [0, 255]. If not,
it is identified as noise. Its value is set as

Dl(i, j) = 0. (14)

Compared with the edge pixels and noise pixels, the back-
ground pixels have smaller changes in grayscale. Therefore,
their gradients are much lower than the mean in the gradient
map. As a result, the background pixels can be effectively
removed by using the mean of the gradients as the threshold,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). The gradients of the edge pixels and the
noise pixels are similar in the gradient map. Therefore, they
cannot be effectively distinguished by the gradients, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). Compared with the edge pixels, the noise pixels
have smaller standard deviations. Therefore, their standard
deviations are much lower than the mean in the standard
deviation map. As a result, the noise pixels can be effectively
removed by using the mean of the standard deviations as the
threshold, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, by using the means
of both the gradients and standard deviations as the thresholds,
the background pixels and noise pixels can be effectively
removed.



Fig. 4. Results of (a) removing the background based on the mean of
gradients and (b) removing the background and noise based on both the means
of the gradients and standard deviations.

Fig. 5. Nonmaximum suppression.

4) Nonmaximal Suppression: To make the candidate edges
thinner, we apply nonmaximal suppression to thin the can-
didate edges to ensure that each edge is one-pixel width.
Nonmaximum suppression is to compare a candidate edge
pixel Dl(i, j) with its adjacent pixels along the gradient
direction to determine whether Dl(i, j) is a local maximum.
If it is the local maximum, its value is kept unchanged; if not,
its value is set to zero in the candidate edge map Dl .

As shown in Fig. 5, assume Dl(i, j) is a candidate edge
pixel, we take its gradient direction θl(i, j) ∈ [0, π/4] repre-
sented by the red line as an example, the value of a neighboring
pixel Dl(i1, j1) is calculated by

Dl(i1, j1) = Dl(i+1, j)

+(Dl(i+1, j − 1) − Dl(i+1, j))tanθl(i, j). (15)

The value of the other neighboring pixel Dl(i2, j2) is
computed by

Dl(i2, j2) = Dl(i−1, j) + (Dl(i−1, j + 1)

−Dl(i−1, j))tanθl(i, j). (16)

If the pixel Dl(i, j) meets

Dl(i, j) < Dl(i1, j1) or Dl(i, j) < Dl(i2, j2) (17)

it is suppressed as

Dl(i, j) = 0. (18)

Fig. 6. Candidate edge maps Dl of two images and their original images.

If Dl(i, j) is a local maximum, its value is kept unchanged.
Other gradient directions can be calculated in a similar way.

Through candidate edge detection, the noise pixels are
suppressed, and the width of the candidate edges is thinned on
each scale level. The candidate edge maps Dl of two images
on the scale level l = 0 are shown in Fig. 6.

C. Multiscale Edge Merging

The thinned candidate edge maps at different scales are
fused to get the merged edge map in this step. A fusion feature
map F with the size w × h is constructed based on the gradient
map and the standard deviation map. The value of F(i, j) is
computed by

F(i, j) = G0(i, j) + S0(i, j). (19)

A multiscale merged edge map M with the size w×h is also
created. On each scale level l, if Dl(i, j) is a candidate edge
pixel, its corresponding pixel M

(
i × 2l, j × 2l

)
and l adjacent

pixels of M
(
i × 2l, j × 2l

)
along the direction perpendicular

to the gradient direction are voted in the multiscale merged
edge map M .

For each pixel M(i, j), its votes are counted. If the number
of the votes is larger than or equal to �(n + 1)/2�, M(i, j)
is considered as a candidate edge pixel, where � � represents
the operation of round up and n is the number of scale levels.
And, its value is given by

M(i, j) = F(i, j). (20)

By utilizing the advantages of multiscale features,
the thinned candidate edge maps at different scales are merged
based on a novel voting mechanism. It makes the fused edge
map robust to noise and have good edge continuity.

D. Adaptive Hysteresis Linking

To improve the continuity of the edges, hysteresis linking is
adopted to further process the merged edge map M . Hysteresis



Fig. 7. Adaptive hysteresis linking.

linking regards the pixels whose intensities are greater than the
high threshold as edge pixels, and the pixels whose intensities
are less than the low threshold as nonedge pixels. For the
pixels whose intensities are between the high threshold and the
low threshold, if they are located in the local neighborhoods
of edge pixels, they will also be regarded as edge pixels.

The traditional hysteresis linking method needs to set high
and low thresholds artificially, which reduces the adaptivity of
edge detection. To solve this problem, we propose an adaptive
hysteresis linking method, which can improve the adaptivity
of edge detection, as shown in Fig. 7.

1) Calculating the High Threshold: The 2-D Otsu considers
both the gray value distribution of pixels and the average gray
value distribution of their neighboring pixels [36]. It calcu-
lates the optimal threshold by maximizing the between-class
variance. The high threshold Th of the fusion feature map F
is calculated by

Th = k × Otsu (F) (21)

where Otsu means the 2-D Otsu method and k ∈ (0, 1) is the
adjustment factor. The default value of k is 0.8.

2) Thresholding With Th: Th is adopted to threshold the
fusion feature map F . We create a remaining feature map R.
The value of the pixel R(i, j) is calculated by{

R(i, j) = 0, if F(i, j) > Th

R(i, j) = F(i, j), if F(i, j) ≤ Th .
(22)

3) Calculating the Low Threshold: In this step, we need to
obtain the low threshold Tl of the remaining feature map R.
However, after the strong edges are removed, the remaining
edges are very blurred, which are difficult to be identified from
the remaining feature map R. According to Yi et al.’s [37]
research, the Otsu methods do not perform well in dealing
with blurring edges, and usually miss some edge pixels.
The 2-D maximum entropy threshold (MET) method [38]
has a better effect on processing blurring edges. The 2-D
MET method applies the theory of information entropy to
obtain the optimal threshold, which maximizes the sum of the

information entropy of the target and background. The 2-D
MET method considers both the gray distribution information
of pixels and the spatial correlation information among pixels.
The low threshold Tl is calculated by

Tl = MET(R) (23)

where MET means the 2-D MET method.
4) Hysteresis Thresholding: To obtain the final edge map

E , the thresholds Th and Tl are used to process the multiscale
merged edge map M by hysteresis thresholding as follows.
If M(i, j) > Th , E(i, j) is recognized as an edge pixel and
its value is set as E(i, j) = 255. If M(i, j) < Tl , E(i, j)
is recognized as a nonedge pixel and its value is set as
E(i, j) = 0. If Tl < M(i, j) < Th , we further observe whether
there are edge pixels in its local neighborhood. If there are
edge pixels in its neighborhood, E(i, j) is recognized as an
edge pixel and its value is set as E(i, j) = 255. Otherwise,
E(i, j) is recognized as a nonedge pixel and its value is set
as E(i, j) = 0. As a result, we obtain the final edge map E .

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To show the performance of our method, we con-
duct the experiments in terms of the accuracy and adap-
tivity of edge detection. Our method is compared with
Canny [10], Han et al. [33], Morphology [35], Edge Draw-
ing [27], Rong et al. [34], and superpixel-based edge detector
(SBED) [26]. These six methods are very typical and repre-
sentative for edge detection. The test images are selected from
the actually collected images and the BSDS500 dataset [39].
We select 40 images from the BSDS500 dataset, as shown
in Fig. 8. The rule for selecting the test images is that different
types and sizes of objects, different complexity levels of the
background, and different light conditions should be included
as far as possible. In addition, some test images should contain
faint edges. These rules can reflect the real performance of the
edge detectors comprehensively.

A. Performance Metrics

We choose Pratt’s figure of merit (FOM) and F-Measure
as the performance metrics to evaluate the edge detectors by
judging the similarity between the detected edge maps and the
ground truth.

1) FOM: FOM [40] is a classical evaluation metric and
is widely used to evaluate many state-of-the-art edge detec-
tors [23], [41], [42]. It considers the loss of true edge pixels,
the localization errors, and spurious edge pixels. FOM is
calculated by

FOM = (1/max(NI , ND))

ND∑
k=1

(
1/

(
1 + γ d2

k

))
(24)

where NI is the number of the edge pixels in the ground truth,
ND is the number of the edge pixels in the detected edge map,
dk is the distance between the kth detected edge pixel and its
corresponding edge pixel in the ground truth, and γ = 1/9 is
a scaling constant as described in [40]. FOM varies from 0
to 1, where 1 represents a perfect match between the detected
edge map and the ground truth.



Fig. 8. Forty test images from the BSDS500 dataset.

Fig. 9. FOM results of 40 images in the accuracy experiments.

2) F-Measure: F-Measure is the harmonic mean of the pre-
cision and recall. It is widely used to evaluate the performance
of edge detectors [43], [44]. For each edge pixel in the detected
edge map, if it matches the edge pixel in the ground truth,
it will be marked as a true positive pixel. If not match, it will
be marked as a false positive pixel. For each edge pixel in
the ground truth, if it does not match the edge pixel in the
detected edge map, it will be marked as a false negative pixel.
The precision P and recall R are calculated by

P = TP/(TP + FP) (25)

R = TP/(TP + FN) (26)

where TP is the number of the true positive pixels, FP is the
number of the false positive pixels, and FN is the number of
the false negative pixels. F-Measure is calculated by

FMeasure = 2P R/(P + R). (27)

FOM and F-Measure can effectively evaluate the accuracy
of edge detection. FOM reflects the detection rate of edge
pixels, the suppression effect of spurious edges, and the
localization accuracy of edge pixels. F-Measure reflects the
detection rate of the effective edge pixels and the suppression
effect of spurious edges.

Fig. 10. F-Measure results of 40 images in the accuracy experiments.

B. Accuracy Experiments

The optimal parameters are set for each image processed
by each edge detector. Figs. 9 and 10 show the FOM and
F-Measure results of 40 images with seven edge detectors,
respectively. As can be observed, the performance of our
method for each image is always close to the best among seven
edge detectors. The performance of Canny is not very good,
because it is difficult to effectively distinguish faint edges
and noise pixels based on the gradient map, and the setting
of parameters is easily be interfered by human factors. The
performance of Morphology, Edge Drawing, Han, Rong, and
SBED is better than that of Canny. The accuracy of SBED is
the closest to that of our method. However, the edges identified
by SBED are wider and the localization is not accurate enough.
Besides, we can find that the images with good metrics usually
contain less faint edges and noise, while the images with bad
metrics usually contain more faint edges and noise. Even for
the images which are difficult to detect the edges, our method
can still achieve better edge detection performance in most
cases.

Table I gives the means of FOM and F-Measure for each
edge detector in the accuracy experiments. As can be observed,
our method is higher than the other edge detectors for both the
means of FOM and F-Measure. According to the meaning of
FOM and F-Measure, the edge maps obtained by our method



TABLE I

MEANS OF FOM AND F-MEASURE IN THE ACCURACY EXPERIMENTS (%)

Fig. 11. Edge detection results of five typical test images with the seven edge detectors in the accuracy experiments.

Fig. 12. FOM results of 40 images in the adaptivity experiments.

have more effective edge pixels, higher localization accuracy,
and fewer spurious edge pixels. This shows that our method
has the higher accuracy of edge detection.

Fig. 11 shows the edge detection results of five typical test
images with seven edge detectors. The first column is the
images selected from BSDS500. These images have different
types of objects with different light and shade, weak edges,
and complex backgrounds. They can be used to illustrate
the performance of each edge detector. The second column
is the ground truth. The third–ninth columns are the results

Fig. 13. F-Measure results of 40 images in the adaptivity experiments.

of Canny, Morphology, Edge Drawing, Han, Rong, SBED,
and our method. As can be observed, Canny has more noise,
which reduces the accuracy. Morphology, Edge Drawing, and
Han lose some faint edges, resulting in lower edge detection
accuracy. For most images, the edge maps obtained by Rong
have good continuity and less loss of faint edges. However,
they contain many spurious edges. The performance of SBED
is the closest to our method. However, the edges detected by
SBED are wider and some weak edges are lost. Compared with
other edge detectors, our method achieves the best tradeoff



Fig. 14. Edge detection results of five typical test images with the seven edge detectors in the adaptivity experiments.

TABLE II

FIXED PARAMETERS FOR THE EDGE DETECTORS

between reducing the loss of faint edges and preventing the
generation of spurious edges. The proposed method is the
closest to the ground truth and has the higher accuracy.

As marked in the images of the first row of Fig. 11,
our method can detect the edges of the aircraft tail, tow
bar, and the stop line completely, and generate less spurious
edges. Canny, Morphology, Edge Drawing, Han, and SBED
lose some faint edges. Rong can detect most of the edges,
but it generates too many spurious edges. As marked in
the fifth row, only our method can detect the edges of
mountains more completely and clearly with fewer spurious
edges.

C. Adaptivity Experiments

The adaptivity of edge detectors is mainly reflected in two
aspects: one is the number of parameters to be set artificially,
and the other is the performance of edge detectors for different
types of images in a set of fixed parameters. The fewer
the parameters that need to be set artificially, the higher the
adaptivity. The better the edge detection effect for different
types of images, the higher the adaptivity in the case of the
fixed parameters.

In the adaptivity experiments, we also use the 40 images
in Fig. 8 as test images for quantitative analysis. We choose
a set of fixed parameters for each edge detector to evaluate
its adaptivity for different images. The parameters which are
most commonly used in the accuracy experiments are chosen
as the fixed parameters, as presented in Table II. As can be
observed, the number of the parameters that our method needs
to set is relatively small in all the seven edge detectors.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the FOM and F-Measure results
of 40 images with seven edge detectors in the case of the
fixed parameters. As can be observed, the performance of our
method for all the test images is always close to the best among
seven edge detectors. The performance of Canny is not very
good, since it needs to set some parameters artificially in the
Gaussian filtering and hysteresis linking. It can only achieve
good results on a part of images, and the overall performance
needs to be improved in the case of the fixed parameters.
The adaptivity of Morphology, Edge Drawing, Han, Rong,
and SBED is better than that of Canny. The performance of
SBED is the closest to our method. However, the number of
parameters that need to be set artificially in this method is still
more than our method. And, the edges identified by SBED are
wider, which affect the accuracy of localization.

Table III gives the means of FOM and F-Measure for
each edge detector in the adaptivity experiments. As can be
observed, our method is higher than the other edge detectors
for both the means of FOM and F-Measure. According to
the meaning of FOM and F-Measure, our method has a
better performance in the case of the fixed parameters. This
demonstrates that our method has the higher adaptivity of edge
detection.

Fig. 14 shows the edge detection results of five typical test
images with seven edge detectors in the case of the fixed
parameters. The first column is the images selected from



TABLE III

MEANS OF FOM AND F-MEASURE IN THE ADAPTIVITY EXPERIMENTS (%)

Fig. 15. FOM results of 40 images in the resolution experiments.

Fig. 16. F-Measure results of 40 images in the resolution experiments.

BSDS500. These images include different types of objects,
different light conditions, complex backgrounds, and faint
edges. They can be used to fully illustrate the performance
of each edge detector. The second column is the ground truth.
The third–ninth columns are the results of edge detection with
Canny, Morphology, Edge Drawing, Han, Rong, SBED, and
our method. As can be observed, Canny and Rong contain
more spurious edges. Morphology, Edge Drawing, Han, and
SBED lose some edge pixels in the faint edges, resulting
in poor edge continuity and lower edge detection accuracy.
Compared with the other edge detectors, our method achieves
the best tradeoff between reducing the loss of faint edges and
preventing the generation of spurious edges. Our method can
still achieve better edge detection effect, which proves that
our method has higher adaptivity in the case of the fixed
parameters.

As marked in the second row of Fig. 14, only our method
can detect the moon and the treetops in the dark more

Fig. 17. Edge detection results of three images at different resolutions with
our method in the case of the fixed parameters.

completely and clearly with fewer spurious edges. As marked
in the third row, our method can detect the edges of the
bird completely and generate less spurious edges. Morphology,
Han, and SBED lose some faint edges. Canny, Edge Drawing,
and Rong can detect most of the edges, but it generates too
many spurious edges.

In summary, our method needs to set fewer parameters,
and has better edge detection effect for all the test images in
the case of the fixed parameters. Therefore, it has the higher
adaptivity.

D. Resolution Experiments

In this experiment, we select 40 test images as shown
in Fig. 8 and reduce their resolution. Figs. 15 and 16 show the
FOM and F-Measure results in the case of the fixed parameters
at the reduced resolution. As can be observed, the performance
of our method for each image is always close to the best
among seven edge detectors. Table IV gives the means of
FOM and F-Measure for each edge detector in the resolution
experiments. As can be observed, our method is higher than
the other edge detectors for both the means of FOM and
F-Measure.

Compared with the results shown in Figs. 12 and 13, it is
proved that our method can achieve good edge detection
effects at different resolutions. The main reason is that our
method effectively utilizes the advantages of multiscale fea-
tures. This makes the fused edge map robust to noise and have
good edge continuity. Further, it demonstrates that our method
has the higher adaptivity.



TABLE IV

MEANS OF FOM AND F-MEASURE IN THE RESOLUTION EXPERIMENTS (%)

Fig. 18. Five typical measurement applications of edge detection with our method. (a) Automatic traffic monitoring. (b) Automatic parking monitoring.
(c) Bridge crack detecting. (d) Ore fragmentation computing. (e) Aircraft parking monitoring.

Fig. 17 shows the edge detection results of three images at
different resolutions with our method in the case of the fixed
parameters. The first row shows the test images at the resolu-
tion 481 × 321, whose edge maps are shown in the second row.
The third row shows the test images at the reduced resolution
241 × 161, whose edge maps are shown in the fourth row.
As can be observed, the edge maps detected from the images
at the high resolution contain more detailed features, but are
susceptible to noise. The edge maps detected from the images
at the low resolution are less affected by noise, but lose some
details. This shows the influence of different image resolutions
on edge detection.

In summary, because our method can make better use
of the multiscale characteristics of the images, so it has
better edge detection effect for the test images at different
resolutions.

E. Application Experiments

This experiment is performed to show the contributions of
the proposed method in measurement applications. As shown
in Fig. 18, in the field of automatic traffic monitoring, our
method can accurately detect traffic indicator lines and vehicle
contours, which helps to monitor the traffic situation and effec-
tively judge whether there are vehicles violating traffic regula-
tions. In the field of automatic parking monitoring, our method
can accurately detect vehicle contours and parking lines, which
is beneficial to monitor the parking condition. In the field of
bridge crack detecting, our method can effectively detect the
cracks on the bridge, in order to provide support for the daily
maintenance of the bridge. In the field of ore fragmentation
computing, our method can accurately detect the edges of ores,
which is helpful to the automatic calculation of the ore sizes.
In the field of aircraft parking monitoring, the aircraft contours
and stop lines can be effectively extracted by our method, so as

to monitor the aircraft parking status and provides support for
aircraft automatic parking. In summary, our method plays an
important role in many measurement applications.

F. Discussion

From the experimental results, we can see that our method
has high accuracy and good adaptivity. The reasons that our
method can achieve good performance are mainly due to the
following aspects.

1) The standard deviation map contains the statistical char-
acteristics of local gradient differences, which is helpful
to distinguish edges from noise and beneficial to extract
edges more accurately.

2) The pixel-by-pixel detection makes full use of different
features in the gradient map and the standard deviation
map, which helps to accurately extract edges from the
image.

3) Multiscale edge merging effectively utilizes the advan-
tages of multiscale features based on the novel voting
mechanism, which makes the fused edge map robust to
noise and have good edge continuity.

4) Adaptive hysteresis linking automatically obtains dual
thresholds based on the 2-D Otsu and 2-D maxi-
mum entropy, which helps to improve the adaptivity
effectively.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a novel unsupervised MAED.
The main contributions of our edge detector include construc-
tion of the standard deviation map, pixel-by-pixel detection,
multiscale edge merging, and adaptive hysteresis linking. The
standard deviation map, which is proposed for the first time,
can effectively distinguish the edges from noise based on
the statistical characteristics of the local gradient differences.



Pixel-by-pixel detection can accurately extract the edges from
the image based on the gradient map and the standard devi-
ation map. Multiscale edge merging utilizes the advantages
of multiscale features based on the voting mechanism, which
makes the fused edge map robust to noise and have good
edge continuity. Adaptive hysteresis linking sets the high and
low thresholds automatically, which is helpful to improve
the adaptivity. These contributions make our method have
high accuracy and good adaptivity. Both the actually collected
images and benchmark dataset are deployed to show the per-
formance of our method. Experiments show that our method
outperforms state-of-the-art edge detectors in terms of the
accuracy and adaptivity, which is important to measurement
applications.

Although our method has achieved good performance in
edge detection, it cannot be directly applied to a color image,
and needs to transform the color image into a gray image first.
Color information is helpful to edge detection. We will make
the further research in the future work.
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